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We have gathered unique interior design styles ranging from traditional to 

contemporary, that will help you visualise and provide a framework for 
your Dream Home.



Interior Styles
Bent Chair is the first home decor brand to offer the most trendy interiors through innovative designs, exceptional value, 

and top notch craftsmanship across a broad range of styles ranging from luxury to contemporary and more.and top notch craftsmanship across a broad range of styles ranging from luxury to contemporary and more.and top notch craftsmanship across a broad range of styles ranging from luxury to contemporary and more.
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HOLLYWooD
GLAM
Style

A timeless and enchanting mix of 

decadent and glamorous styles, add 

ultimate luxury to your home with these 

luxe ensembles. Bring hollywood charm to 

your home with the luxurious ensembles 

that effortlessly blend bold and 

quintessential styles together.
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TRANSITIONAL
Style

A perfect blend of modern and traditional 

furnishings, these transitional interior 

ensembles will infuse your home with 

sophisticated and timeless style. 

Embracing soft silhouettes and comfy 

furniture, the transitional style tends to 

blend the best of both styles kept 

to a minimum.
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Style
The paramount of organic designs, 

functionality and eternal style, these 

modern/ mid century ensembles will 

enhance the very aesthetic of your home. 

With a focus on statement pieces and 

subdued colors, these looks are sure to add 

a modern twist to your comfortable home. 

MODERN/ MID
CENTURY
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Style
If you are looking for a style that 

effortlessly blends classic elements with a 

contemporary twist, to create a bespoke 

home, this is the perfect pick. Blending two 

iconic styles, bring timeless elegance to 

your abode with natural textures, colors for 

a unique taste and style.

CLASSIC
CONTEMPORARY
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TRADITIONAL/
STATELY HOMES

Style
Striking the perfect balance between 

classic and chic, our traditional furniture 

captures luxury with quality 

craftsmanship and iconic designs. A time 

tested design and sophisticated style 

never goes out of style. Add a dash of old 

world charm into your interior with our 

wide collection.
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Style
Popular in the 1920s and 1930s, Art Deco 

style featured decorative furniture that 

was elegant, glamorous and functional. 

From bold geometric patterns to exotic 

designs, here's everything you need to 

liven up your home decor. Make a big 

statement in your home using 

these ensembles.

ART DECO
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CONTEMPORARY
Style

Spruce up your home with innovative 

designs and sophisticated appeal with the 

contemporary interior design ensembles 

by Bent Chair. We have hand-picked 

contemporary style home furnishings that 

stark bold and trendy designs with a color 

palette consisting of both bright and 

subdued tones.
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SCANDINAVIAN
Style

Scandinavian homes are known for 

streamlined and lucid designs,  

ergonomical nature, and ingenious beauty. 

Add a dash of sophisticated style and 

comfort to your home interior with these 

elegant interior design styles we have 

curated for you.
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Style
Bring the early 90's glam to your home 

with the classic and distressed styles and 

put forth a refreshing yet aesthetic vibe. 

We have curated an array of shabby chic 

interior styles that will evoke a sense of 

antique style melded with a modern vibe 

to your lovely abode.

SHABBY CHIC
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Style
Looking for a Pinterest worthy home? 

Playful in nature, casual in aesthetic, 

quirky in style, Boho Chic is all about 

adding a dash of your personal style and 

creating a statement home. Bring eclectic 

style and Bohemian flair to your home 

with these interior design ensembles 

by Bent Chair. 

BOHO CHIC
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Style
Warm, rustic, functional and aesthetic are 

the elements to achieving an Industrial 

home. The Industrial/loft style was born 

out of old barns buildings, weathered and 

distressed elements.  Discover a myriad of 

designs that will lend your abode a 

minimal yet aesthetic vibe.

INDUSTRIAL
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leisure
Homes



Style
Turn your space into a French country 

home that combines ornate designs 

with classic elements, perfect for the 

connoisseurs of art and style. This style is 

all about natural materials, muted colors, 

extravagant designs, golds with a rustic 

touch. We have gathered a few eclectic 

French country styles for you to create an 

inspirational home.

FRENCH 
COUNTRY
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MODERN RUSTIC
/COTTAGE

Style
Brim your home with effortless style by 

incorporating cottage-style interiors from 

Bent Chair. Featuring airy, elegant, 

comfortable and space-saving furniture, 

these ensembles will help you create a 

warm, cozy, casual and inviting home. 
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Style
Let's take your love for farmhouse style 

home to another level. With Bent Chair 

furniture ensembles, you can bring rustic 

charm, vintage vibe and an earthy feel to 

your abode. By incorporating natural 

woods and antique-inspired designs you 

can complement you home with the old 

world's charm and timeless look. 

MODERN FARM
HOUSE
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Style
Are you looking for a breezy, relaxed yet 

elegant getaway home?  These  coastal 

home interior styles may just 

be the right pick for you. 

Clutter free, natural, bright and cozy are the 

hallmarks of a coastal home. Complement 

your home with calm and refined furniture 

to create an inspirational home.

COASTAL
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designer
Homes



Defining the quirk quotient, Rocky Star 

presents a high fashion home décor line in 

collaboration with Bent Chair. The 

collection will give you the feel of couture 

into your homes with the eccentric 

furniture collection, including the ethereal 

Jewel Anthropod, the mysterious Maya, 

Verdant, Scarlet and Ocean collection.

Homes

ROCKY STAR
OCEAN
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Stemming from the blend of wilderness and 

mystery, Bent Chair And Rocky Star bring 

forward the Maya Collection impressed on 

furniture and dinnerware accents. the Maya 

Collection translates colours and patterns 

into a juxtaposition of nature's wilderness  

suited for the season's vibe. It comes with a 

splendid and quirky furniture collection that 

is a perfect match for an iconic home.

Homes

ROCKY STAR
MAYA
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Featuring the glory of the bygone era, Baroque 

fashioned motifs are laid on the furniture and 

accessories; this collection displays the 

intricate patterns in a fashionable manner. The 

pieces draw their inspiration from the Baroque 

and Gothic time periods. With influences and 

traces of the rich culture seen across his 

designs, Rocky Star’s Baroque Collection is a 

fitting masterpiece for any home.

Homes

ROCKY STAR
BAROQUE
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SHIVAN &
NARRESH

Blending the elements of rustic and 

modern design forms, Shivan and Narresh 

presents a neo-tribal collection for 

Bent Chair. The visual language is derived 

from the print of their Fagun collection 

and is inspired from the form of an udder. 

This collection redefines the aesthetic of 

any modern home interior.

Homes
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Striking an ideal balance between 

function and poetry, Leo Schlumberger 

presents Infinity Collection in 

collaboration with Bent Chair. This 

unconventional range offers infinite 

solutions to the patrons wherein one can 

modularize a space into something that 

you can truly call, your oasis.

LEO
Homes
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Contact Us - 1800 419 6934 | info@bentchair.com

Now it's time for you to spruce up you home with these 
stunning interior styles. Pick your favourite!
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